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Abstract 
Implementations are presented of two common algorithms for integer 
factorization, Pollard’s “p – 1” method and the SQUFOF method. The 
algorithms are implemented in the F# language, a functional programming 
language developed by Microsoft and officially released for the first time in 
2010. The algorithms are thoroughly tested on a set of large integers (up to 
64 bits in size), running both on a physical machine and a Windows Azure 
machine instance.  
Analysis of the relative performance between the two environments 
indicates comparable performance when taking into account the difference 
in computing power. Further analysis reveals that the relative performance 
of the Azure implementation tends to improve as the magnitudes of the 
integers increase, indicating that such an approach may be suitable for 
larger, more complex factorization tasks.  
Finally, several questions are presented for future research, including 
the performance of F# and related languages for more efficient, 
parallelizable algorithms, and the relative cost and performance of 
factorization algorithms in various environments, including physical 
hardware and commercial cloud computing offerings from the various 
vendors in the industry. 
Table 1: Integers Used for Tests 
 
Identifier Decimal representation # decimal digits # binary bits 
N1 672073253 9 21 
N2 167117651201 12 26 
N3 4490158685953 13 30 
N4 48552665191409 14 32 
N5 152316475967233 15 33 
N6 12087213473453761 17 38 
N7 79742331422907871 17 39 
N8 982794929005450271 18 42 
N9 1665101739021905389 19 42 
N10 5444043405671869043 19 44 
N11 54498296192858054017 20 46 
N12 97829634062643070097 20 47 
N13 979336125062884543753 21 49 
N14 29522723917008655672081 23 52 
N15 298884012412192217870791 24 55 
N16 372877034376892721653829 24 55 
N17 2346096251195935192620781693 28 64 
 
 
Note: Each of these integers has only two prime factors of approximately equal 
magnitude.  The integers were obtained by arbitrarily selecting and multiplying 
two primes.  No statement is made about the cryptographic qualities of these 
integers. 
Table 2: Raw Performance Results 
 
 Pollard SQUFOF 
Identifier Local (sec) Azure (sec) Local (sec) Azure (sec) 
N1 0.00381 0.00870 0.00127 0.00220 
N2 0.03852 0.06584 0.00030 0.00010 
N3 0.01229 0.02535 0.15354 0.18590 
N4 0.01601 0.03197 0.04050 0.06208 
N5 0.01796 0.04285 0.00513 0.01509 
N6 0.02602 0.05549 0.00667 0.01771 
N7 0.03268 0.06527 0.00677 0.01436 
N8 0.04870 0.07566 0.05800 0.10208 
N9 0.05726 0.11475 0.05372 0.07509 
N10 27.30069 51.03035 0.32425 0.41791 
N11 0.05460 0.07418 0.07998 0.13215 
N12 10.91428 18.20052 0.53407 0.58359 
N13 10.23361 16.44739 0.93678 1.02395 
N14 24.95916 41.47028 0.13927 0.18565 
N15 27.51965 45.66403 2.61800 2.74916 
N16 10.17371 14.67008 0.97769 1.02868 
N17 3678.42149 8921.54169 130.73983 143.00255 
 
 
Note: This table shows the absolute running time for each algorithm in each 
environment.  Each test was performed a total of ten times, and all of the durations 
displayed are the average of these ten separate runs. 
Table 3: Local vs. Azure Performance Comparison 
 
 Pollard SQUFOF 
Identifier Local cycles Azure cycles % difference Local cycles Azure cycles % difference 
N1 9.155 × 106 1.391 × 107 41.26% 3.038 × 106 3.521 × 106 14.70% 
N2 9.244 × 107 1.053 × 108 13.05% 7.116 × 105 1.549 × 105 -128.50% 
N3 2.950 × 107 4.056 × 107 31.57% 3.685 × 108 2.974 × 108 -21.34% 
N4 3.842 × 107 5.115 × 107 28.43% 9.720 × 107 9.934 × 107 2.17% 
N5 4.310 × 107 6.856 × 107 45.60% 1.230 × 107 2.414 × 107 64.96% 
N6 6.245 × 107 8.878 × 107 34.81% 1.599 × 107 2.834 × 107 55.72% 
N7 7.843 × 107 1.044 × 108 28.44% 1.626 × 107 2.298 × 107 34.29% 
N8 1.169 × 108 1.211 × 108 3.51% 1.392 × 108 1.633 × 108 15.96% 
N9 1.374 × 108 1.836 × 108 28.76% 1.289 × 108 1.201 × 108 -7.06% 
N10 6.552 × 1010 8.165 × 1010 21.92% 7.782 × 108 6.686 × 108 -15.14% 
N11 1.310 × 108 1.187 × 108 -9.89% 1.919 × 108 2.114 × 108 9.66% 
N12 2.619 × 1010 2.912 × 1010 10.58% 1.282 × 109 9.337 × 108 -31.42% 
N13 2.456 × 1010 2.632 × 1010 6.90% 2.248 × 109 1.638 × 109 -31.39% 
N14 5.990 × 1010 6.635 × 1010 10.22% 3.343 × 108 2.970 × 108 -11.79% 
N15 6.605 × 1010 7.306 × 1010 10.09% 6.283 × 109 4.399 × 109 -35.28% 
N16 2.442 × 1010 2.347 × 1010 -3.95% 2.346 × 109 1.646 × 109 -35.10% 
N17 8.828 × 1012 1.427 × 1013 47.15% 3.138 × 1011 3.432 × 1011 -31.32% 
 Average % difference: 20.50% Average % difference: -8.87% 
 
Figure 1: Performance Difference between Local and Azure 
The Azure implementation tends to obtain better relative results as the size of the integers to be factored grows, 
especially for the Pollard algorithm.  x-axis is integer identifier (see Table 3); y-axis is percent difference between 
performance of local and Azure implementations (> 0% means that local was faster). 
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Pollard’s “p – 1” implementation 
FactorizePollard is the implementation of Pollard’s “p – 1” method.  This algorithm uses the 
truncated natural logarithm, fast exponentiation, and GCD methods to perform its factorization. 
 
/// Returns a factor of n, using Pollard's p-1 method, where p is the factor and p-1 
/// must be smoothnessBound-smooth.  If return value is 0, then there is no factor 
/// p such that p-1 is smoothnessBound-smooth. 
let rec public FactorizePollard (n : bigint) (smoothnessBound : bigint) = 
 
    // Generate a random b that is between 2 and n-1. 
    let b = bigint 2 +  
                ((n - bigint 3) *  
                 (bigint (random.Next(Int32.MaxValue))) / (bigint (Int32.MaxValue))) 
         
    let rec _getFactor (b : bigint) (p : bigint) = 
        let l = log_floor p 
        match CalcGCD ((CalcExp b (CalcExp p l n) n) - bigint.One) n with 
        | gcd when gcd.IsOne ->  
            // b and n are relatively prime.  Continue the algorithm. 
            let rec _getNextPrime p = 
                if (IsPrime(p + bigint.One)) then p + bigint.One 
                else _getNextPrime(p + bigint.One) 
            let pNew = _getNextPrime p 
            if (p > smoothnessBound) then bigint.Zero 
            else 
                let l = log_floor pNew 
                let bNew = CalcExp b (CalcExp pNew l n) n 
                _getFactor bNew pNew 
        | gcd when gcd = n ->  
            // b was an unfortunate choice.  Start over. 
            FactorizePollard n smoothnessBound 
        | gcd ->  
            // Success! 
            gcd 
    _getFactor b (bigint.One) 
SQUFOF implementation 
FactorizeSQUFOF is the simpler of the two algorithms used in this project, using mainly the 
square root and GCD methods to perform its calculations. 
/// Returns a factor of n, using Shanks' square forms factorization. 
let public FactorizeSQUFOF (n : bigint) = 
 
    let rec _factorizeSQUFOF (n : bigint) (k : bigint) = 
        let sqrt_kn = sqrt_floor (k * n) 
        let p0 = sqrt_kn 
        let q0 = bigint.One 
        let q1 = (k * n) - (p0 * p0) 
 
        // Returns (p, q, sqrt_q) where p = p_i-1 and q = q_i & q is a perfect square 
        let rec _findPerfectSquare (n : bigint) (k : bigint) (p0 : bigint)  
                                                (q0 : bigint) (q1 : bigint) = 
            let sqrt_q1 = sqrt_floor q1 
            if (q1 = sqrt_q1 * sqrt_q1) then 
                (p0, q1, sqrt_q1) 
            else 
                let b = (sqrt_kn + p0) / q1 
                let p1 = (b * q1) - p0 
                let q2 = q0 + (b * (p0 - p1)) 
                _findPerfectSquare n k p1 q1 q2 
 
 
         let (pi, qi, sqrt_qi) = _findPerfectSquare n k p0 q0 q1 
 
        let b0 = (sqrt_kn - pi) / (sqrt_qi) 
        let p0 = b0 * (sqrt_qi) + pi 
        let q0 = sqrt_qi 
        let q1 = ((k  * n) - (p0 * p0)) / q0 
 
        // do 2nd loop of SQUFOF algorithm 
        let rec _findPossibleFactor (n : bigint) (k : bigint) (p0 : bigint)  
                                                 (q0 : bigint) (q1 : bigint) = 
            let b = (sqrt_kn + p0) / q1 
            let p1 = (b * q1) - p0 
            if (p1 = p0) then 
                CalcGCD n p0 
            else 
                let q2 = q0 + (b * (p0 - p1)) 
                _findPossibleFactor n k p1 q1 q2 
 
        match _findPossibleFactor n k p0 q0 q1 with 
        | f when (f.IsOne || f = n) -> _factorizeSQUFOF n (k + bigint.One) 
        | f -> f 
         
    _factorizeSQUFOF n bigint.One 
 
Screenshot 1: Windows Azure Development Fabric 
The Windows Azure development fabric allows simulation of cloud applications on a local machine. 
 
Screenshot 2: Cloud Project in Visual Studio 
All of the test code was developed using Visual Studio 2010.  Here is an example of a Cloud (Windows Azure) project in Visual Studio. 
 
Screenshot 3: Local F# Project in Visual Studio 
All of the test code was developed using Visual Studio 2010.  Here is an example of one of the F# projects developed in Visual Studio. 
 
Future Work 
The research presented in this project opens several questions to be 
answered by future research.  The performance characteristics of more 
efficient, parallelized implementations of factorization algorithms in .NET 
or other high-level languages, especially F#, have yet to be explored.  An 
investigation into the comparative financial cost of local implementation 
and cloud implementation, including such factors as power consumption 
and hardware expenses, would provide more insight into the comparative 
benefits of the two approaches. 
Research into the relative performance of the machine instances 
provided by the various cloud computing vendors could shed light on 
which commercial service would be most suitable for running intensive 
algorithms, such as these or other integer factorization algorithms.  In 
addition, such research could potentially result in improvements or 
enhancements to these services to make them more suitable for 
computationally intensive mathematical tasks. 
Conclusions 
 A cloud computing platform may indeed be a practical vehicle for 
performing factorization of large integers. 
 With an efficient parallel algorithm and sufficient funds to purchase 
usage of enough machine instances, factorization of large integers 
could be performed at a speed comparable to that which could be 
obtained by running the algorithms locally. 
 
Output of Project 
 Preliminary implementations of two factorization algorithms in the F# 
language: Pollard’s “p – 1” method and the SQUFOF method, taking 
advantage of the wide applicability of the F# language, and functional 
programming in general, to mathematical and related uses. 
 Demonstration that writing factorization algorithms in F#, while 
perhaps not the most practical or efficient method of implementation, 
can be an effective tool both for teaching and learning the structure 
and performance characteristics of the algorithms. 
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